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1. INTRODUCTION 
The behaviour of nuclear matter at high dens i t i e s Is of 

grefct importance in studying r e l a t i v i s t i c heavy ion c o l l i s i o n s 
as well as in determining the properties of neutron s tars . In 
the center of the heaviest neutron s tars the baryon number 
dens i ty САП reach values about 1O times higher than the nuclear 
matter density, n * O. 17 fs~ . At such dens i t i e s the volume 
avai lable to a nucleon i s l e s s than the volume of a free 
nucleon. Under such conditions compression and d i s tor t ion of the 
nucleon are l i k e l y to be very important. 

Conventional nuclear matter ca lculat ions are based on 
phenomenological interact ions between nucleons which f i t the 
nucleon - nucleon scat ter ing phase s h i f t s , and a l so reproduce 
properties of the deuteron. Correlations between nucleons are 
calculated by one of the standard methods. such as the 
Brueckner-Bethe-Goldston* nuclear matter theory or by 
varlational ca lculat ions of wave functions. The nucleons are 
assumed te be po in t - l ike par t i c l e s . This may be Just i f i ed at 
saturation density, when thw ln terpar t i c l e distance Is somewhat 
bigger th.in the s i z e of individual par t i c l e s . At higher 
d e n s i t i e s , however, when the par t i c l e s overlap considerably, the 
structure of the nucleon will play a s ign i f i cant r o l e , and must 
be accounted for in any r e l i a b l e ca lculat ion of the properties 
of dense matter. This strongly suggests that one should look for 
models which treat the nucleon structure and nucleon 
interact ions in a unified way. 

In t h i s talk we shal l discuss the influence of the nucleon 
structure on the properties of dense matter in chiral models. 
The Skyrme model25 and the chiral bag model33 are well suited 
for such an inves t igat ion , as they treat the nucleon structure 
and the nuclear interact ions on the same footing. 

I t was shown by ' t Hooft*5 and by Witten55 that in the 
low-energy, large-N l imi t QCD becomes a theory of interact ing 

ton f i e l d s , and baryons w a r g i as sol i toni с so lut ions of the 
2) __ 

underlying meson lagranglan. Skyrme in lQOO's has constructed 
a nonlinear cr-model possessing sol i tonic so lu t ions , which he 
ident i f i ed with nucleons. Skyrme conjectured that the current in 
h i s theory, conserved Independently of dynamics, should be 



with the baryon current. The hedgehog so lut ion of 
Scyrme has b»ryon number В = 1. Recently Wit ten KJLS put the 
ident i f i ca t i on of the topological current with the bar yon 
current on a firmer footing. 

In the chiral bag model a bag of quarks i s surrounded by 
a plon cloud. This model combines many features of the MIT bag 
model which incorporates the basic features of QCD, with chiral 
symmetry, which builds in the well es tabl i shed ro le of plons in 
nuclear interact ions . In t h i s model the c h i r a l l y symmetric 
boundary condition leads to the appearance of chiral f i e l d s 
outside the bae> and restores continuity of the axial current at 
the bag surface. Recently i t has been rea l ized that the chiral 
boundary condition breaks the symmetry between p o s i t i v e and 

negative energy quark s t a t e s . This leads to the f i n i t e baryon 
CO number of the vacuum ins ide the bag . The missing baryon number 

res ides in the topology of the plon f i e l d outs ide the bag, in 
the same way as in the Scyrme s o i l t o n model of baryons. 

The paper i s organized as fol lows. In the next sec t ion we 
br i e f ly out l ine the Scyrme model and the chiral bag model. After 
t h i s the Wigner-Seitz approximation which we use for dense 
matter ca lcu lat ions wi l l be described in s o m d e t a i l . In the 
next sect ion we evaluate the equation of s t a t e of dense matter 
and discuss the properties of neutron s tars . Then we wi l l focus 
on modifications of the Skyгme lagrangian. s p e c i f i c a l l y we shal l 
discuss the ro l e of the sixth-order term. F ina l ly the phase 
trans i t ion to quark matter i s considered. 

2. THE SKYRME MODEL AMD THE CHIRAL BAG MODEL 
The lagrangian density of the SScyrme model reads 

f2 2 
2 /Ъ * v + _ _ T ^ 

where L * U** U . and the unitary matrix U i s given i n terms 
of the sigma and pion f i e l d s by the expression: 

U « expCiT«n*5 • -J-C0 • 1т«пЭ . C25 



Her* n Is a unit vector in the lsospin space. 9 i s an angle. 
p 

Sigma and plon fields satisfy the normalization condition о* 
••2 Z 

п - fR. The first term in the lagranglan С1Э. which we shall 
refer to as J?2> i s that of the nonlinear sigma model. The 
coupling constant f Is the pion decay constant. The second tern 
In С1Э, Jf , which is of the fourth order in the currents L . was 
introduced by Skyrme in order to stabilize his solitoniс 
solution. One can observe that lagrangia.n С1Э contains an 
expansion in gradients of the pion field, up to the fourth 
order. In the low energy limit only the lowest orders of this 
expansion are expected to matter. 

The baryon solution of Skyrme, the hedgehog, corresponds to 
the following configuration of the chiral field: 

U - ехрС1т«г©СгЭ) . СЭ> 

The plon field here points radially in the 1 so»pin space, n * 
r&CrO. and the function ОСгЭ measures the amplitude of the plon 
field at a distance г from the center. The profile function вСгЭ 
i s obtained by solving the Euler-Lagrange equation. which 
minimizes the energy of the field configuration of eq.C3): 

е«ч 

^ ш 0 

2r 

The parameters of the lagrangian CD. the pion decay 
constant f , and the coupling constant of the fourth-order tera, 
* , can be chosen in different ways . We assume the plon decay 
constant, f , to be equal Co i t s experimental value of 03 NeV. 

" г 
For the fourth-order term coupling constant, с , we use the 2 __ 11D 
value с ж О. ОО952, which was found to reproduce the observt*d 
value of the axial coupling constant of the nucleon. With this 
choice of parameters one finds the skyraion mass of 1425 Mev . 
Other static properties of the nucleon, l ike the rac radius. 
magnetic moments, etc. are reproduced with ЭОХ accuracy. 



125 Th* interaction between two skyrmions can be found, for 

large separations, using th* product ansatz. lr * UiUp' н # г * ^ 
correspond to th* hedgehog ansatz, eq.C33. centered ar r . One 
finds the potential of the one-pi on exchange already at the 
classical level. The calculation of th* interaction energy of 
two skyrmionj at shorter distances, corresponding to the usual 
repulsive core present in any phenomenological nucleon-nucleon 
interactions, requires departing from th* product ansatz 
Discussion of this problem in Ref.13 shows. that th* 
two-skyrmion potential at short distances should vary as 1<T. r 
being the separation. This was confirmed by subsequent detailed 
numerical calculations ' . The product ansatz predicts the 
interaction to be of finite value at zero separation. 

The above summary shows that in the Skyrme model the 
oucleon static properties are reproduced on the average with a 
similar accuracy as e.g. in the MIT bag model. One can also 
ip--ov»r the main features of the interaction of two nucleons. 
i .e . a one-pion exchange at large separations, and a repulsive 
core at short distances. The intermediate range attraction, 
however, i s missing when the model Is treated at the classical 
level. 

The Skyrme lagrangian С13 is in a sense a minimal 
realization of the effective meson lagrangian which should 
emerge in the low-energy. large-N limit of QCD. There i s only 
plon field present, so that one in principle should worry how to 
account for other known mesons. In the next sections we shall 
examine a modification of the Skyrme lagrangian, adding a 
sixth-order term to the lagrangian CO. A number of effective 
lagrangians were constructed in recent years, which include w-
and p mesons . One can achieve quite an accurate description 
of all the static properties of the nucleon. including 
electromagnetic and axial formfactors 

At short separations and'or higher momentum transfers the 
effective lagrangian С1Э i s supposed not to be valid, as In this 
case higher order terms in the gradient expansion of the pion 
field must be accounted for. As a solution of this problem the 
chiral bag model proposes to consider explicitly the QCD degrees 
of freedom at short separations. In this model the nucleon Is a 



two-phase object CFig.23, consisting of the bag confining quarks 
In the central region. and * nonperturbatlve plon cloud outside 
. The plon field i s assumed to have the soil tonic structure, the 
same as In the Skyrnm model. The plon cloud thus contributes to 
the bar yon number. For bar yon number to be conserved the bag 
should In this case contain only a fraction of the total b^ryon 
number. Goldstone and Jaffe have shown that this Is Indeed the 
case for chiral bag model. The reason is that the chiral 
boundary conditions, ensuring continuity of the axial current 
across the bag boundary, lead to polarization of the Dlrac sea 
inside the bag. The net baryon number, a sum of the valence 
quark contribution, the vacuum contribution, and the soliton 
contribution, i s precisely equal to unity. 

The external phase in the chiral bag model i% assumed to be 
governed by the lagranglan CD. Its contribution to the mass of 
the chiral bag is: 

СВЭ 

where the function ©СгЭ i s a solution of eq.C4) and Rg i s the 
bag radius. 

The Internal phase contribution to the mass of the В « 1 
chiral bag is: 

Eint • w * Eval + Evac 

Here BV i s the volime ter», В being the bag constant. In our 
calculations we shall use the value 
contribution of the valence quarks: 
calculations we shall use the value B1 '4 - 200 MeV. Evfcl i s the 

Ev*l " 

where for the lowest state С К-03 О Is the solution of the 
equations 



E represents the contribution due to the vacuum energy. We vac K 

split this contribution Into two parts 

E * E С*_Э + E . С 83 
vac vac В zp 

The first term in eq.CQ}. E y cC*g5. is Vhe ̂ -dependent Casimir 
energy, and is calculated as a suitably regularized sun over all 
the occupied negative energ; 
adopt the formula of Ref.18: 
the occupied negative energy states . In our calculations we 

RB Evac^ = -У ** ' J / m 

where Г1=-0.803вг. f£=-0.0538E3. f g= 0.00361OS and f4» 
-ć 73xlO~4. The formula C103 i s * f i t to the numerically 
calculated values of the Casimir energy. 

The second term in eq. C93, E , i s supposed to represent 
the remaining contributions to the bag vacuum energy, not 
accounted for in eq.ClO}. These Include the zero-point energy of 
• he giuons. and the ©-independent part of the quark Caslnur 
energy, the latter one being subtracted from eq.C103 in Ref.18. 

One car. write E in the form 
zp 

Mil-o*/ '' found 2 * 0.39 when only gluons are taken into 
л' .. .1*.. The quark contribution is much smaller and negative and 
_ • •.••-.'( h gluons and 3 flavours of nassless quarks is 2 * O. 37. 
If external modes of quarks are taken into account one finds Z * 
С. 57. A fully satisfactory renormalizatlon procedure required 
1 :>' tne calculation of the bag Casimir energy is missing, 
however. In the following we shall treat Z as a free paraweter, 
which will vary in a range compatible with the values used by 
Mi 1 ton. 



The free nucleon solutions of the model are given in 
Ref.20. Assuming the asymptotic behaviour of the chiral field to 
be that of a free skyrmion. <Kr3 » A/r for г •• oo. we have 

t« 
г 

Integrated the eq.С4Э for various values of с . The value A 
0.43 fn reproduces the observed axial coupling constant g.. The 

£ bag radius for given value of с is then found by requiring that 
the axial vector current is continuous at r*Rg. The axial 
current in the chiral field sector is given by the formula 

In the quark sector the corresponding component of the axial 
current eads: 

where the first term represents the vacuum contribution and the 
second one gives the valence quark contribution. 

The parameter Z is adjusted in such a way. that the total 
energy of the chiral bag as a function of the bag radius R_ has 2 a 
a minimum at R_ corresponding to the chosen value of * . By this 
procedure we obtain a one parameter family of single nucleon 

2 solutions, parametrized by с Cor equivalently by either R_ or 
2 2 

Z>. The limiting cases, * - О CRB * 0.44 f«0 and * « 0.00552 
CR_ » 03 correspond to the biggest chiral bag satisfying the 

2 axial current continuity condition with positive value of * . 

and to the pure skyrmion, respectively. 
The zero-point energy. E , plays an essential role in 

stabilizing the chiral bag. When this contribution Is omitted, 
one finds, for a fixed value of с , that the minimum of the 
chiral bag energy AS a function of the bag radius Rp occurs at 

R = 0, i .e . for a pure skyrmion. The curve in Ref.7 showing a о 
very weak dependence of the total nucleon mass on the bag radius 
was obtained by a different construction: For every value of the 
bag radius Rp the corresponding value of * was adjusted in such 
a way that the asymptotic behaviour of the pion field was the 

8 
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same as for pure skyrmions. 1 .* . вСгО » A/r with A - 0 .43 fm . 
Two chiral bags wi l l in terac t I lk* two skyrmions at large 

d is tances . At smaller separat ions , however, one can expect 
deviat ions from the pure skyrmlon i n t e r a c t i o n . &s in t h i s case 
there are physical reasons which can make the potent ia l f i n i t e 
at zero separation. 

Э. THE WIGNER - SEIT2 APPROXIMATION 
In order to make a manу-sкyrmion problem t r a c t a b l e we have 

t o s impl i fy i t by s u i t a b l e approximations. In case of skyrmion 
matter, i . e . for a system of uniform mean baryon number dens i ty , 
the structure of the lagranglan С1Э suggests an approximation 
one can use. Let us f i r s t observe that in the Skyrme model the 
whole system of N nucleons I s described by a s i n g l e unitary 
matrix U . One can thus d iv ide the whole ava i lab le volume in to 
small c e l l s in such a way that when the coordinates move over a 
single cel l , the field configurations и cover the whole of 

the SUC2}-group manifold exactly once. A single unit in this 
case carries a unity of baryon number and i t is a singl* bar yon 
in a topological sense. From this picture one sees, that 
neighbouring skyrmions don't overlap, and the interaction is due 
to compression, distortion and deformation of the individual 
skyrmions. 

In Ref. 13 we have shown. that the ground state 
configuration of a system of N skyrmions i s the most uniform 
one. This means that single skyrmions have approximately the 
same size in all directions. Since the currents L vary as lsrQ, 
with г = C4mv'3> , the fourth-order term of the Skyrme 

lagrangian С1Э contributes to the energy density an amount 
proportional to r- oc n . n being the bar yon number density. 
At high density . when only the fourth-order term matters, the 
energy per unit volume will vary as n . Por N skyrmions in 

volume V. the t o t a l energy i s then « V~1'^N*'^. This 
N-dependence I s qui te d i f f erent from that of a spherical 
N-skyrmion С i . e . the hedgehog with the bar yon number В • Ю, 
whose energy i s ^ 8 104 NCN-»O.8726}fn* for high N 2 1 5 . In Ref. 13 
we have shown that In the case of N-skyrmlon the s i n g l e baryons 
are very d i s tor t ed , with the radial s i z e much smaller than the 



angular on*. 
The N dependence of the N-skyrmion mass doesn't, however, 

imply that the two-body forces are the dominant ones. High 
density behaviour of uniform matter suggests the opposite: This 
i s the effect of many-body forces that changes the n dependence 
of the energy per unit volume, which is typical for two-body 
interactions, to the n dependence found for skyrmions. 

The above discussion shows that for dense matter 
calculations one can consider B=l ceil with the influence of 
neighbouring baryons taken into account by appropriate boundary 
conditions. To see how the neighbouring skyrmions Influence the 
pion field at the surface of the cell let us consider a lattice 
arrangement of skyrmions as in Fig. 1 , which we reproduce from 
Ref.25. We put skyrmions on a simple cubic lattice, all of them 
being identical hedgehogs near center. The plon field i s shown 
schematically in Fig.l. By symmetry we find 26 points at the 
surface of the unit cell where the plon field vanishes. Since 
the lagrangian depends on gradients of the fields, the fact that 
&=0 at so many points on the surface of the unit cell means that 
9 cannot vary from zero greatly over the whole surface. Thus i t 
should be a reasonable approximation to put 6=0 at all points on 
the surface. Finally. in the spirit of the Wigner-Seitz 
approximation in solid-state physics, we replace the cubic cell 
by a spherical one. The approximation is shown schematically in 
Fig. a. 

We calculate the energy of a single cell by solving eq.C40. 
this time with a boundary condition ©CR-D « O, where R_ i s the 
cell radius. This boundary condition ensures that there i s a 
unity of baryon number contained in the cell . The corresponding 
mean baryon number density of the system i s n * CłnRx32 

Calculating energy of a ce l l , using, eq.C52 with the appropriate 
integration range, for different values of the cell radius R_ we 
find the cell energy as a function of the baryon nunber density. 

In the case of chiral bags the boundary condition at the 
surface of the unit cell i s tho same as for pure skyrmions, 
6CR_3 « 0. To find the equilibrium configuration of the system 
we calculate the energy of the chiral bag in a cell as a 

1O 



function of the s lop» of the 0 angle at the c e i l boundary. 
J'CRJ. Integrat ing eq. С4Э inwards we find the point at which 
the axial currents eqs. С1гЭ and С13Э are equal. This de f ines the 
bag radius R_. Using eqs.CS> - С11Э we find the corresponding 
energy of the c e l l . Changing &'CR,_3 we obtain the c e l l energy. 
E_. as a funct ion of the beg radius Rp. Minimum of t h i s curve 

О def ines both the equil ibrium bag radius Ro. and the equilibrium. 
c e l l energy. E_, for given R_, i . e . for baryon number densit-. n 

3 - 1 = C4rrR_/35 . Performing the c a l c u l a t i o n s for d i f f e r e n t va. ues 
of R_ we find the equil ibrium c e l l energy and corresponding Dag 
radius as funct ions of baryon number densi ty . In Ref £0 a i l 

d e t a i l s of the procedure are given. 

Fig. 2 shows schemat ica l ly the p r o f i l e function ©C r ."> for a 

free nuc.fon and for a nucloon confined to the spherical c e l l . 

We show botfi the pure skyrm. or- ana the cnirai b«*g. 

4. EQUATION OF STATE OF DENSE MATTER 

I:-. -he above the energy of the unit c e l l has beer. 

ca lcu lated as a funct ion of tr.e baryor, number dens i ty . Let us 

define the i n t e r a c t i o n energy AS a d i f f erence of the c e l l energy 

«nd the r e s t mass of the skyrmion or chira l bag: Е.СпЭ * E.Cn) -
M In F i g . 3 we show the i n t e r a c t i o n energy as a funct ion of 
baryon number dens i ty for pure skyrmions and for a few ch ira l 
bag models, corresponding t o differen*. values of 2. All the 
'. jr ves shown, corresponding t o the same value of g . , are very 
Ł-milar t o each other. This shows, that tne i n t e r a c t i o n energy 
jopends e s s e n t i a l l y on g . , and i s rather independent of the bag 
radius of the f r e e ch ira l bag. Such a behaviour i s in accordance 
with the Cheshire cat p i c ture of the bag due t o К В 
Nielsen 

When the d e n s i t y increases the i n t e r a c t i o n energy dens i ty 
approaches the asymptotic behaviour *_ ot n . For pur* 

2 A/3 
skyrmions we f ind «_ • 870« n at high densities Thir *s с 
be compared with the lower bound, lound by SScyrme""*"', *n. :(> is 
64Oc n . The rather small difference between our estimate and 
Skyrme's lower bound Justifies our approximation and shows that 
the isospin-dependent correlations have l i t t l e effect on the 
•пег gy. 

11 



To construct the equation of state we split the energy per 

particle into kinetic energy, P . and interaction energy, £ , 

ECrO * ERCn3 • EjCn5 . 

For Ej. we use the free neutron gas formula: 

The interaction energy we use, E_. is that of pure skyrmions, 

Fig.3. 

The equation of state for skyrmions is shown in Fig. 4. For 

comparison we also show two examples of conventional equations 
£33 

of state, due to Friedman and Pandharipand» and Beth» and 
Э4Э Johnson . Skyrmion equation of state is considerably softer at 

high density, where the energy per unit volume varies as n 
For conventional equations of state it varies as n at high 
densi ties. 

At lower densities the skyrmion equation of state 
overestimates the interaction energy. This is a result of our 
approximate treatment of the many-skyrmlon problem and also of 
the lack of intermediate range attraction in the Skyrme model. 
For astrcphysical applications we need a more accurate 
description of this density range. To achieve this goal we have 
constructed a composite equation of state , which interpolates 
smoothly between the skyrmion equation of state at high density 
and the Friedman-Pandharipande equation of state at low 
densities. The latter equation of state is supposed to be the 
most sophisticated conventional equation of state. 

In Fig. 5 we show the pressure as a function of the mass 
density for the equations of state discussed above. The curves 
for Friedman-Pandharipande and Bethe-Johnson equations of state 
are essentially indistinguishable on our plot. One can notice 
that the pressure is lower for the composite equation of state 
as compared with the conventional ones. 

The fact that the composite equation of state is softer 
will lead to smaller «asses of neutron stars. The maximum mass 

18 



of the neutron star with the composite equation of state Is 1.5V 
M . The radius of this star is 8.7 km and the central density is 
G -3 1.8 f m . This maximum mass is substantially lower than the 

limits obtained from most equations of state. The corresponding 
mass for the Friedman-Pandharipande equation of state is 1.06 
И . This reduction depends somewhat on the actual interpolating 
procedure used to obtain the composite equation of state. The 
maximum mass we find for the composite equation of state is 
quite close to the value of 1.4 M , which is the condensed 
remnant mass resulting from many of the stellar collapse 
calculations. It is thus quite likely that many of the remnants 
could be black holes. If this were the case it would help to 
explain the fact that neutron stars have been found only in a 
few supernova remnants 

Conventional calculations of nucleon matter give energy 
density proportional to baryon number density squared. This is a 
result of the two-body nature of nuclear potentials. The 

4X3 
dependence we find for skyrmlons, с ос п , suggests, that there 

2 
are important many-body effects, which change the n dependence. 
This can be understood in terms of the short-range sic yr ml on 
interaction as follows . If the two-body skyrmion potential 
varies as 1«т at short separations, then the energyxparticle due 
to interaction with nearest neighbours i s oc a/r_, where a i s the 
number of nearest neighbours, and 2r. i s the distance between 

—1 /3 nearest neighbours, r_ oc n . We see that restricting the 
interaction to nearest neighbours only will result in the 
interaction energy per unit volume «_ oc an . This strongly 
suggests that the many-body forces effectively limit the 2-body 
skyrmion interaction to nearest neighbours. 

When the density increases we find the bag radius to 
shrink, opposite to what one would expect. This i s a result of 
our variational approach which doesn't allow the chiral f ield to 
relax to i t s lowest energy configuration emphasizing the 
repulsive part of the interaction. Compression of the outer part 
of the bag leads to an increased pressure on the bag, and a 
decrease in the s ize of the bag. 

13 



S. THE SIXTH-ORDER TERM 
The calculat ions presented above have been performed using 

the simple Scyrme lagrangian CO for the chiral f i e ld . As we 
already mentioned one should in principle a l so account for other 
mesons in order to construct r e a l i s t i c e f f e c t i v e low-energy 
lagranglan. Recently i t was proposed to add a sixth-order 
term in C13, which would account in л way for the u-nwson. In 
t h i s sec t ion we shall explore some consequences of such a term 
for dense matter ca lculat ions . 

The sixth-order lagrangian reads: 

4 
Xm ^ Тг СВ Г ) . С16Э 

С • fJ 

where 

C175 

is the baryon current. 
Let us consider a chiral bag having the chiral field 

governed by the lagrangian X * Jf_ + Jf_. In this case the energy 
of the soliton beco 

CIS) 

By using the same procedure as described in sect .4 . we calculate 
the energy of a chiral bag in a cell and obtain the interaction 
energy as a function of baryon number density. 

In Pig. 6 we show the results of calculations for two values 
of the sixth-order coupling constant *_. Рог «_ • l.O fn and Z 

2 
= 0.8 the bag radius of the free nucleon is Rg * 0.35 fa. Por * e 
» 3.O fm2 and Z * О. О75 the bag radius is Rg « 0.2 fa. The value 
Л ш 3. о fm2 is close to the pure skyrmlon limit, which is cf > 2 3. S fm .One can notice that the interaction energy in Pig. в is 
yfmry sensitive to the bag radius of the free nucleon. At high 
densities the interaction energy increase» now faster as 
compared to the case of the chiral bag stabilized by the 

14 



foui t.h cidtr chiral lagrangian С dashed line in Fig. 63. The 
interaction energy now varies AS n at higher densities. This i s 
a result of the Oth-order term which provides more repulsion At 
higher densities than the 4th-order term does. However the 
radius of the bag doesn't shrink with Increasing density in 
contrast to what we have found for the 4th-order lagrangian. 
This reflects the fact that now at a given density i t i s 
energetically favourable to allow the quarks to occupy bigger 
volume. If we allowed the chiral field to find i t s minimum 
energy configuration the bags would probably expand with 
increasing baryon number density, and the energy density would 

4/3 
look more like for the 4th-order chiral bags, 1.e. «_ a n 

To summarize, when the sol i ton is stabilized by the 
sixth-order tern solely the energy per unit volume behaves 
differently at higher densities, depending on the bag radius of 
the free particle. For pure skyrmions we find interaction energy 

2 
*T ot n . However when the bag radius of the free nucleon 
increases the interaction energy varies almost as n . I n the 
case considered in this section pure skyrmions and chiral bags 

* 
show quite a different behaviour as far as the baryon number 
density of the interaction energy i s concerned. The Cheshire cat 
principle doesn't hold in this case. 

8. THE PHASE TRANSITION TO QUARK NATTER 
The equation of state we have found for skyrmion and chiral 

bag matter i s much softer than the conventional equations of 
state considered in Sect. 4. The high density behaviour of the 
skyrmion equation of state i s very similar to that of a gas of 
massless quarks, with the same baryon number density dependence, 
с ос n , and with coefficients in front of n essentially 

identical within the uncertainty of the calculations. This 
remarkable similarity i s due to the fourth-order term in the 
Skyrme lagrangian С1Э. which has the sam» density dependence as 
that of the quark gas. 

The phase transition between the skyrmion matter and the 
quark matter was considered in Ref.2O. Because of similarity of 
both phases i t was found that the transition occurs at higher 
densities than for conventional equations of state. For the 
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Frledman-Pandharipande equation of state we have found the 
transition density n = 0.03 fm and for the Bethe-Johnson 

c -3 
equation of state n = 0. 72 fm . This should be compared with 

_3 c 

n » 1.82 fm for the composite equation of state. Here n is 
the density of the neutron matter at the phase transition. The 
values above correspond to the bag constant В = 2OO MeV and 
QCD coupling constant a = 0. The transition density is about a 
factor of 3 higher for the composite equation of state as 
compared with the conventional equations of state. 

When the chiral bag model i s used one would expect the 
phase transition to be a smooth one, with bags occupying more 
and more volume as the bar yon number density is increased, and 
eventually merging into a uniform quark matter. Tht» chiral field 
would gradually disappear from the system. In our calculations 
we couldn't see such a transition. When the density increased 
the bag radius shrank. This is presumably an artifact of the 
Wigner-Seitz approximation, which together with the requirement 
of the axial current continuity is not flexible enough to allow 
the chiral field relaxation to i t s most comfortable 
configuration. When the dynamics of the chiral field i s 
described by the 6th-order lagrangian the bag radius stays 
constant with increasing baryon number density, a behaviour 
reflecting the increased stiffness of the plon cloud in this 
case. 

7. DISCUSSION 
Our calculations have shown that the equation of state of 

dense matter in the Skyrme model and in the chiral bag model is 
rather different from the equation of state obtained by 
conventional nuclear matter calculations. This difference can be 
attributed to neglecting the composite nature of the nucleon in 
the conventional calculations. Accounting for the structure of 
the nucleon leads to considerably softer equation of state, with 
the energy per unit volume varying as n at high densities. 

In the calculations reported here we have used the 
Wigner-Seitz approximation. This overestimates the repulsive 
part of the interaction. Recently Klebanov28"* and Wttst et a l . 2 0 3 

have solved the field equations for a lattice arrangements of 
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baryons, allowing for iscspin correUtlons. This leads to lower 
energy than the one found using the Wigner-Seitz approximation, 
however the high density behaviour is the same, as found here, 
i .e. energy density is proportional to n 

In our calculations the bag radius decreases as the density 
is increased. This is a consequence of our approximations, which 
emphasize the repulsive part of the interaction. If the chiral 
bags were in configurations with predominantly attractive 
interactions, the size of the bag would increase from its value 
for an isolated chiral bag. In our model the fraction of ipace 
occupied by the bags increases, however even at thi? highest 
densities we calculated it is ГАХ-ПФГ modest. 

If a crural bag with a meson cloud stabilized by s:xin 
order terms is compressed, '.he energy of the meson cloud wi;; 
increase mor» rapidly wi*. h density than it would for a 
fourth-order term. This wi 11 vend to make it energetically 
favourable to convert some of the meson cloud into the quark 
phase giving an energy '.hat. increases less rapidly with density 
than it would for a pure skyrnon with a sixth-order term. We 
have found a trace of such a behaviour in our calculations of 
sect. 6. The bag radius for a chiral bag stabilized by the 
sixth-order term stays constant as the density is increased. The 
energy for a pure stcyrmion in this case is rather different fron 
the energy corresponding to the chiral bag. The former one is 
proportional to n while the latter one varies almost as n a* 

higher densities, especially for biggi>r initial bag radii. 
The fact that the skyrmion and the chiral bag equations e-

state are soft has important implications for astrophysics. Th*-
maximum mass for a neutron star is significantly lower for thes-? 
equations of state than for the conventional ones. The equatio-
of state developed here is only a first step towards a reliable-
equation of state. Our results show that the nucleon core is 
responsible for the high density behaviour of the equation of 
state. To obtain better equations of state *n 
description of both the short range repulsion 
intermediate-range attraction In the nucleon-nucleon interaction 
is required. 

In the calculations reported here we find a first order 
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phase transition to quark matter. The phase transition takes 
place at a density which i s twice as big as the transition 
density for the conventional equations of state. The density 
jump is reduced as compared with the conventional case, what 
makes the pnase t-ransuion smoother. For the chiral bag model 
the transition occurs when the dag radius i s more than about one 
half the cell radius. Consequently, the bags are s t i l l 
reasonably well separated at all densities helow the transition. 
With attractive parts of the interaction taken into account the 
sac г adi us at л given aensi'.y will increase, as we mentioned 
earlier Consequent.. > trie picture of t/.e phase transition to 
quan laiier will be closer te 'he picturt in which bags f i l l an 
increasing fraction of space ana then merge in a rather smooth 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig 1. I sospi n d i r e c t i o n s of the pi on f i e l d in a unit, c e l l of a 
cubic l a t t i c e of styrmions. Sfcyrnuon c e n t e r s are i n d i c a t e d fcy 
small c i r c l e s , and p o i n t s where the pi on f i e l d vanishes by 
crosses. 

Fig. 2. Schematic plct of the chiral angle © as a function of 
radius for a free chiral bag С F5 , and for a bag confined to a 
spherical cell С О. Dotted lines correspond to skyrnuons. 

Fig.3. Interaction energy per bar yon as a function of bar yon 
number density, for skyrnvlons and a few chiral bag models. The 
dashed line corresponds to g. • 1.67. 

Fig. A. The energy per nucleon versus baryon number density for 
skyrmions С S3, for the Bethe-Johnson CBJ3 and Friedman 
-Pandhar1pande СFP5 equations of state. and for composite 
equation of state CO. 

Fig.S. Pressure as a function of the mass density for skyrmions 
С S3. for the Bethe-Johnson equation of state CBJ5 and for the 
composite equation of state CO. 

Flg.O. Interaction energy per baryon as a function of baryon 
number density for the chiral bag model with the sixth-order 
chiral lagrangian. The curves С1Э and С2Э correspond to * ж • 3. О 

2 2 2 
fm and « . < 1.0 fu , respectively. The dashed l ine i s the s«at 
as the curve С4) in Fig.3. 
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